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This essay offers an overview of representations of the Indian Ocean in Amitav Ghosh’s fiction, particularly focusing on In an Antique Land and Sea of Poppies.  To schematise Ghosh’s oeuvre broadly, in early works, such as The Circle of Reason (1986), The Shadow Lines (1989), In an Antique Land (1992) and The Calcutta Chromosome (1996), Ghosh looks at intermixtures created by migration from the Indian subcontinent and poor Arab countries such as Egypt to the oil-rich Gulf and Anglo-America; in mid-career, he looked at specific regions within India or at connections between India and other parts of Asia (in Dancing in Cambodia, At Large in Burma (1998), Countdown (1999), The Glass Palace (2000), and The Hungry Tide (2004)), His most recent phase may be said to begin with the ambitious Indian Ocean-centred global reach of 2009’s Sea of Poppies (the first in his proposed Ibis trilogy of novels; the second volume is due out in spring 2011). However, Ghosh’s complex oeuvre soon confounds such attempts at periodisation. One of the most consistent themes across his work—both fictional and non-fictional, although this terminology is moot when discussing Ghosh’s work—is the material geography of the Indian Ocean. In an Antique Land and Sea of Poppies, in particular, highlight connections between various townships along the Ocean’s coastline, which are represented as conduits for many cultures: Indian, African, Arab, and also European.  
Ghosh’s debut novel, The Circle of Reason (1986), establishes his interest in the Indian Ocean. Much of the text’s action takes place on the Mariamma, a boat transporting economic migrants from India to the fictional Arab island of al-Ghazira.[1] Ghosh’s discussion of the Indian Ocean here anticipates his third text, In an Antique Land (1992). In In an Antique Land, Ghosh portrays medieval trade along the Indian Ocean as a ‘shared enterprise’ (80-1). Like the other major player in Anglophone Indian Ocean literature, Abdulrazak Gurnah,[2] Ghosh portrays the societies along the Mediterranean, Indian and African coastlines as constituting an ‘archipelago of towns’, cosmopolitan, interconnected cities lining the shores of the Indian Ocean, which are in many ways remote from the more monocultural rural hinterlands further inland.[3] 
Ghosh suggests that people need a model of belonging that moves away from national lines. The Ocean provides a forum for erasing the divisive ‘shadow lines’ he problematises in many of his novels. And this extends to a questioning of the very divisions between oceans themselves. Sea of Poppies links the indentureship system of the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic slave trade through the figure of Zachary. This central character from Sea of Poppies is the mixed-race son of a Maryland freedwoman, who passes for white (10). His story as second mate of the Ibis begins in 1838, the year full emancipation was granted to all slaves, and when the vessel’s role as a slaving-ship changes to the transportation of convicts and girmityas (indentured labourers) from India to Fiji. Sea of Poppies concentrates on, and yet exceeds the focal point of, the Indian Ocean, thus constituting a central part of Ghosh’s politics of border-challenging, indicated in his deployment of the iconic phrase ‘shadow lines’. 
Sea of Poppies intersects with, develops from, and contrasts with In an Antique Land in three resonant and significant ways. Firstly, both books examine the way in which the Indian Ocean altered from a site of collaboration and co-operation to a postcolonial world where exchange is less frequent. In In an Antique Land, Ghosh powerfully argues that over the eight hundred years between the medieval non-hegemonic world order that facilitated marriage between Jewish Ben Yiju and his apparently Indian wife, Ashu, and the neo-colonial world of the 1990s that produced the First Gulf War, cultural interchange has been diminished by colonialism, ‘that unquenchable, demonic thirst that has raged ever since […] over the Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea and the Persian Gulf’ (Antique: 288). However, Sea of Poppies, which is set at the height of European imperial power in the mid-nineteenth century, indicates that linguistic hybridisation and dialogue between cultures also emerge from the ‘enabling violence’ of the colonial encounter (see Spivak, ‘Subaltern’ 2803 and Critique 371). Whereas arch-imperialists such as the character of Burnham argue that ‘the Africa trade was the greatest exercise in freedom since God led the children of Israel out of Egypt’ (Poppies: 73), onboard the Ibis we see that real freedoms and relationships are formed despite racism, drug addiction and bondage. 
Secondly, a preoccupation with language is a feature of both books. In An Antique Land’s discussion of Judæo-Arabic, a hybrid, and now obsolete trading language, becomes, in Sea of Poppies, an erudite, verging on pretentious, fascination with many different languages, including Bhojpuri, Bengali, Indian-inflected English, French, the colonial English of Hobson-Jobson (Yule and Burnell), and, most interestingly, nautical languages such as Laskari, which Ghosh describes elsewhere as a ‘profoundly eclectic’ tongue (‘Fanas’: 59). In his writing, then, Ghosh is eager to demonstrate that the ‘dialogue’ between people from various racial and religious groups traveling in the Indian Ocean was not simply metaphorical, but also literally enshrined in the polyglot tongues of the coasts’ inhabitants. 
Finally, in both texts Ghosh attempts to write ‘history from below’ with his focus on the former slaves, Bomma and Zachary, and on merchants, middlemen, and indentured labourers. The manifesto of the Subaltern Studies, a group of radical Indian historians of the 1980s and 1990s, famously aims ‘to rectify the elitist bias characteristic of much research and academic work’ (Guha vii). Part of In an Antique Land was published in scholarly form as the essay, ‘The Slave of MS. H.6’, in the seventh Subaltern Studies volume (Ghosh ‘Slave’). Ghosh’s approach to history has close affinities with other Subaltern Studies historians’, especially in his declared aim to write about those who did not have the power ‘to inscribe themselves physically upon time’ (Antique, 17), and he has acknowledged these connections in interview (Silva and Tickell 173). However, I have suggested elsewhere that Ghosh’s protestations as to the subaltern nature of In An Antique Land’s characters are somewhat disingenuous, especially given Ben Yiju’s status as one of the foremost traders of his time (Chambers ‘History’: 81-3). 
His subaltern narrativisation is similarly uneven in Sea of Poppies. On the positive side, as I shall discuss later, he provides a searing critique of the caste system, and narrates the stories of outcaste figures, including an opium-addicted prisoner; a ‘mulatto’ who hides his racial identity, and an eloping Hindu couple. However, we may wish to scrutinize Ghosh’s discussion of lascars more critically. He positions multi-regional lascars and their hybrid language Laskari as symbols for cross-cultural interchange, yet in doing so, renders almost invisible the fact that most of these seamen were Muslims. Few Muslim characters or lascars are depicted in any detail in Sea of Poppies and, in his essay on lascars, Ghosh briefly glosses over the fact that most of the lascars onboard the ship he researches were Muslims, finding it more interesting that there were a few Hindus and Christians in their midst, and that they came from a wide range of linguistic and cultural regions (‘Fanas’: 56). Compare this to Rozina Visram’s portrayal of mostly Muslim lascars in her Ayahs, Lascars, Princes, or to Imtiaz Dharker’s poem sequence, entitled ‘Lascar Johnnie 1930’, in which she lyrically asserts the seamen’s Muslimness:
The captain chooses not to hear
Our songs, or know our names.
Allahuddin, Mohammed, Mubarak, Bismillah.
Our names are prayers. (57)
As with The Shadow Lines’ erasure of a tense communal history in its positioning the Hazratbal mosque as a sanctuary for Kashmiri secular interaction, and with In an Antique Land’s political quietism on the issue of Israel/Palestine (see Chambers ‘Riots’: 48-52 and ‘Ghoshwood’: n.pag.), in Sea of Poppies Ghosh fails to engage with the sensitive topic of whether religious, specifically Muslim, identity might be more important to lascars than much-vaunted syncretism (see Visram 34-54, Ansari 34-40). Arguably Ghosh continues Herman Melville’s literary project of producing sea stories that may be read as ‘histories from below’ while, like Melville’s Bartleby, he ‘prefer[s] not to’ (103) discuss the lascars’ religious identity.[5]
Ghosh has been preoccupied by seas and tidal regions in almost all of his novels to date. The seafaring characters that Ghosh portrays in his oeuvre trace their ancestries to a wide variety of littoral regions, from the Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, and Persian Gulf (in The Circle of Reason and In an Antique Land), to the Strait of Malacca (in The Glass Palace), and the Sundarbans delta (The Hungry Tide). The Blitz-era English Channel makes occasional appearances in The Shadow Lines, while the title of Joseph Conrad’s seafaring novella, The Shadow-Line (1916), is subverted to evoke the simultaneously material and illusory nature of borders. From the opening page of Sea of Poppies, Ghosh signals one reason for his recurring preoccupation with water: the fear of crossing the Kala-Pani, or ‘Black Water’, and losing caste status was prevalent among many Hindus until relatively recently, highlighting a desire for cultural purity which Ghosh’s writing consistently challenges (3). Later, Deeti marvels at Pugli traveling all the way to Mareech/Mauritius for marriage:
Deeti was amazed to hear her speaking of crossing the sea for a wedding, as if it were no different from going to another village downriver. But aren’t you afraid, she said of losing caste? Of crossing the Black Water, and being on a ship with so many sorts of people? (327-8)
The girl responds by arguing that because the crossing is analogous to a pilgrimage, the Hindus onboard will not lose caste, and declares that from that day on they are all ‘ship-siblings’ (328), the sea eradicating caste and class differences between them. As John Thieme rightly observes, these characters find themselves ‘all in the same boat’ (n.pag.) Through Pugli, Ghosh confronts the Hindu caste system which, as Corbridge and Harriss have shown, was a rigid arrangement of lifelong hierarchisation that British tactics of divide and rule ‘did much to harden’ (8). This is emphasised further when the ship’s Captain declares that Indians view their British colonisers as ‘the guarantors of the order of caste’ (442). Perhaps a final reason for Ghosh’s attraction to aquatic settings in his books is that these necessitate an acknowledgement of the fluid nature of boundaries; it is impossible to inscribe on water the ‘shadow lines’ or rigid borders between nations, academic disciplines, system of knowledge, selves and Others, that Ghosh fervently contests. 
Further, Ghosh’s attention to the cultural, economic, and social connections between inhabitants of the far-flung lands and islands of the Indian Ocean pursues another important theme that defines and drives his texts. He frequently makes plain that travel, migration, and cultural interaction are not recent byproducts of globalisation, but endeavours that societies have always undertaken for economic, religious, ideological, strategic, or personal reasons. Ghosh broadens our knowledge of cultural interconnection at various moments in history including the brutal ‘oil encounter’ in the Persian Gulf from the 1970s onwards, the twelfth-century global trading system, and interactions between Indians and Southeast Asians during the Second World War and thereafter. Like Benedict Anderson, he reminds us that national borders are a relatively recent way of dividing newly-discrete ‘imagined communities’. The ocean is perhaps his most striking model for proto-cosmopolitanism, as he writes in a recent essay:
It is common nowadays to hear ‘diversity’ being spoken of as though it were some thrilling new invention. But it is unlikely that there were ever more diverse collections of people – albeit only men – than the crews of merchant ships in the age of sail. (‘Fanas’: 57)
Like many of the Subaltern Studies historians with whom, as I have shown, he has close links, Ghosh seeks to construct a history that transcends national borders and focuses attention on groupings other than the nation-state. Ghosh’s novels shift attention away from the nation state to examine the interaction between differently-structured communities fringing the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. Ghosh challenges the claims to definitiveness of academic discourses, such as nation-based histories, indicating that knowledge can only ever be partial, subjective, and historically contingent. 	
In conclusion, like his historian forebears Fernand Braudel and K.N. Chaudhuri, and in consonance with a number of more recent historians, anthropologists, linguists and geographers,[5] Ghosh indicates that, despite their differences, the culture that was and is shared by the civilisations bordering on the Indian Ocean demands greater attention. In an early essay, ‘The Diaspora in Indian Culture’ (1990), the thrust of Ghosh’s argument is that India overspills her national borders, in large part because of the indentured labour system across oceans, and that connections between the nation and its diaspora persist in the imagination. He writes rather idealistically, ‘Just as the spaces of India travel with the migrant, India too has no vocabulary for separating the migrant from India’ (249), thus calling into question the seemingly unitary nature of the nation-state. An insight from K.N. Chaudhuri speaks to Ghosh’s portrayal of the Indian Ocean. He writes that ‘There can be few aspects of Indian studies more neglected than that of historical geography’ (‘Reflections’: 77). Since the mid-1970s a theory has emerged that Western accounts of history are incomplete, due to an excessive concentration on the temporal perspective, at the expense of the spatial dimension. Foucault famously indicts Western thought as a whole for its inattention to space: ‘[s]pace was treated as the dead, the fixed, the undialectical, the immobile. Time, on the contrary, was richness, fecundity, life, dialectic’ (70). In In an Antique Land , Ghosh draws attention to space through the care he takes in evoking current domestic spaces in Egypt and India, and in imagining older ones from the twelfth-century Indian Ocean system. In Sea of Poppies, preoccupation with space is indicated in the novel’s concentration on the Ibis ship, its materiality, and the spatial hierarchies that exist onboard the ship.
Notes
[1] For discussion of the encounter between Indians and Arabs in this novel, see Chambers: ‘Oil’.
[2] In an interview with me to be published next year, Gurnah argues: 
The more I research it, the clearer it appears that people’s understanding and the stories they told of the world were firmly linked to connections across the sea. The view of the world from East Africa, I suspect, is not astonishingly different from a view of the world from South Arabia, or from western India. It’s as though the ocean creates islands of culture along a broader archipelago, which are linked together by the sea and by mercantile connections. Even when I was a child, it wasn’t surprising for people to say that they were going to Bombay or Mauritius, as well as to nearby Mombasa. (Chambers British: np)
This notion of linked townships along an archipelago of culture is dramatised particularly well in Gurnah’s Paradise (1994) and Desertion (2004). Janet L. Abu-Lughod, following Fernand Braudel, also portrays medieval Mediterranean society as an ‘archipelago of towns’, which term, she argues, ‘capture[s] the fact that, within the same general region, a variety of social formations coexisted’ (13).
[3] Ghosh only uses the term ‘archipelago of towns’ once when he argues that Cairo, ‘like Delhi or Rome, is actually not so much a single city as an archipelago of townships, founded on neighbouring sites, by various different dynasties and rulers’ (Antique: 33). Here the phrase is used to denote a city that has evolved out of a number of different villages, but Ghosh also suggests the existence of a conglomerate of urban satellites, whose economy largely excludes the rural areas.
[4] Critics to make a comparison between Ghosh and Melville include John Thieme (n.pag.) and Christopher Rollason. The latter writes that ‘the Ibis recalls multiple moments from Herman Melville’s maritime writings, resembling the vessels of Moby-Dick in its mix of ethnic origins, “Benito Cereno” in its past as a slave-ship, and “Billy Budd” as a locus of on-board class violence’ (n.pag.).
[5] More recent scholars on the Indian Ocean include Milo Kearney, Mike Pearson, Sugata Bose and André Wink, several of whose work is discussed in Mike Pearson’s long review essay on the historiography of the Indian Ocean in this special issue. 
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